Computational fluid dynamics study of flow depth in an open Venturi channel for Newtonian fluid
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Abstract
Open Venturi channel flow measurement could be a cheap method to be used in drill bit pressure control. The main objective of this study is to identify the factors related with the flow depth in an open Venturi channel. A commercial computational fluid dynamics tool was used for the simulations. The simulation results were validated with the previous related experimental results. The agreement between simulation and experimental data was satisfactory. The open Venturi channel at a horizontal angle gave a higher flow depth before the contraction region compared to its negative angles (downward). When the channel inclination angle was reduced, flow velocity increased and flow depth reduced. Likewise, flow became supercritical and created a hydraulic jump. The wall roughness played a significant role with the starting position of the hydraulic jump. This was due to the energy loss between wall and fluid. There is an energy loss in a hydraulic jump, when the supercritical flow transition into the subcritical flow. Large eddies were generated in a hydraulic jump. Flow depths difference between supercritical and subcritical is a factor to generate the large eddies. Fine meshes gave sharp interfaces, which was similar to what is seen in reality. The difference turbulence models: standard k-\(\varepsilon\) model, k-\(\omega\) model, k-\(\varepsilon\) RNG model and k-\(\varepsilon\) realizable model gave almost the same flow depths.
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1 Introduction
Hydraulic jumps generate due to transition of the supercritical flow into the subcritical flow in an open Venturi channel (Welahettige et al., 2017). In a hydraulic jump, a strong shear layer is formed at the toe of the wave (Hornung et al., 1995). The resistance phenomena in an open channel can be explained by using the inner and outer layer theory (Ben, 2002). A constant value for the roughness coefficient is not recommended for an open channel flow (Konwar & Sarma, 2015). The Colebrook White explicit equation is comparatively suitable for friction handling about the unsteady varied flow and the tidal computations in an open channel (Ahmed, 2015). The level jump in a Venturi channel depends upon the fluid properties and the length of the flume (Berg et al., 2015). There are few studies on flow depth parameters related to the open Venturi channel in literature. This study focused on the flow depth variation in an open Venturi channel for Newtonian fluid. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations were validated with experimental results (Welahettige et al., 2017). ANSYS Fluent R16.2 commercial simulation tool was used for the simulations.

2 CFD models
The Volume of fluid (VOF) method was used for the simulations where phase interaction was based on the continuum surface force model and the phase localize compressive scheme (ANSYS, 2013). Equation. 1 gives the species mass balance. Here, \(\alpha_2\) is the water volume fraction, \(U\) is the three-dimensional velocity component, and \(U_r\) is the maximum velocity at the transition region. \(\alpha_2(1 - \alpha_2)\) is non zero only at the interface (Rusche, 2002), (Weller et al., 1998) and (Ubbink, 1997).

\[
\frac{\partial \alpha_2}{\partial t} + \text{div}(\alpha_2 U) = - \text{div}(\alpha_2(1 - \alpha_2) U_r).
\]  

The normalized wall roughness (\(K_s^+\)) is given as, (ANSYS, 2013), (Akan, 2006) and (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007):

\[
K_s^+ = \rho K_s u^* / \mu.
\]

\[
u^* = C_{\mu}^{1/4} \kappa^{1/2}
\]

Here, \(K_s\) is the physical roughness. \(u^*\) is a constant equal to 0.346. Here \(C_{\mu} = 0.09\) is a k-\(\varepsilon\) model constant and \(\kappa = 0.4\) is the von Karman’s constant. Density (\(\rho\)) and viscosity (\(\mu\)) are considered as,

\[
\rho = \alpha_2 \rho_2 + (1 - \alpha_2) \rho_1
\]

\[
\mu = \alpha_2 \mu_2 + (1 - \alpha_2) \mu_1.
\]
Here, $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ are the densities of air and water, $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are the viscosities of air and water.

Time discretization was based on the implicit Euler method for transient simulations. The semi implicit method for pressure linked equations (SIMPLE) scheme was used to calculate the pressure-velocity coupling. The hyperbolic partial differential equations were solved by using the second order upwind scheme (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007) and (ANSYS, 2013).

3 Geometry

Figure 1 shows a 3-D geometry that was used for the simulations. Boundaries were inlet, outlet, wall, and atmosphere. X-direction was the main flow direction, from the inlet to the outlet. The channel width was in Y-direction. The flow depth was measured in Z-direction. The main mesh contained 0.74 million computational cells. The elements near to the wall boundaries were modified by adding inflation layers.

![Figure 1. 3-D geometry of the trapezoidal channel; $x = 0$ m was defined as the inlet of the channel. The Venturi region was $x = 2.95$ m to $x = 3.45$ m. The bottom depth was 0.2 m for $0 < x < 2.95$ m and $3.45 < x < 3.7$ m. The bottom depth was 0.1 m for $3.1 < x < 3.3$ m. The trapezoidal angle was 70˚.](image1)

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Flowrate and flow depth

Figure 2 shows flow depths along the channel central axis for different flow rates. The channel inclination angle was zero degrees (horizontal) for all the cases in Figure 2. Simulations were done for water the flow rates: 100 kg/min, 200 kg/min, 300 kg/min, 400 kg/min and 700 kg/min. The experimental water flow rate result, which was equal to 400 kg/min, was used for the validation (Welahettige et al., 2017). The contraction region started at $x = 2.95$ m (see Figure 1). The flow depth increased with increased of the flow rate. The flow depth increment with the flow rates was not a linear relationship due to the geometry of the channel. Flow depth near to the contraction walls slightly increased in high flow rates (e.g. 700 kg/min). Low flow rates showed almost horizontal flow depths until the Venturi contraction walls (e.g. 200 kg/min). The flow depth was reduced from the end of the Venturi contraction to the outlet of the channel for all the cases. There were no barriers at the end of the channel and the channel expanded after the contraction. Therefore, flow condition was changed from subcritical to supercritical, when flow depth reduced at the end of the channel (Welahettige et al., 2017). In generally, the channel at horizontal angle gives subcritical flow before the contraction and supercritical flow after the contraction for all flow rates. The flow transition from subcritical to supercritical occurs at the Venturi region for all flow rates (when the channel at horizontal angle).

![Figure 2. Flow depth changes along the channel centerline axis in the Venturi region for different flow rates. The channel inclination angle was zero degrees. The flow depth increased with increased of the flow rate. The flow depth increment with the flow rates was not a linear relationship due to the geometry of the channel.](image2)

$$\dot{m} = \rho \ h \ (b + \frac{h}{\tan \theta}) \bar{U}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here, $b$ is the bottom width, $\theta$ is the trapezoidal angle, $\rho$ is the density of water. Flow depth ($h$) and the average velocity perpendicular to the area ($\bar{U}$) are variables with the mass flow rate for a considered position. When the mass flow rate increases, both flow depth and flow velocity increase in the channel. Because of this, the high mass rates give higher flow depths and higher flow velocities compared to the low mass flow rates.
experimental result was from (Welahettige et al., 2017) for 400 kg/min water flow rate.

Figure 3. The average velocity along the x-axis for different water flow rates. The channel inclination angle was zero degrees for all cases. The average velocity was calculated as the average cross sectional velocity perpendicular to x-axis.

4.2 Different channel inclination angles and flow depths

Figure 4 shows the flow depth variation with the channel inclination angles. In this case, flow rate was 400 kg/min for all the cases. When the channel inclination angle was a negative value, a gravitational support added to the flow direction (x-direction). When the channel inclination angle was a positive value, a gravitational support added opposite to the flow direction. The highest flow depth was given before the Venturi contraction, when the channel inclination angle was +1.5 degree. In this region, flow became subcritical due to the barriers such that the contraction walls and the gravitation opposite force (only in the positive channel inclination cases). The channel at the horizontal angle, the flow depth was almost a flat surface. Because only the contraction walls hydraulic jumps were affected opposite to the flow direction, except the friction force. When the channel inclination angle was a negative value, the flow depth before the Venturi contraction reduced due to flow convert into the supercritical flow (Welahettige et al., 2017). At -1.0 degree angle, the flow depth increased in the Venturi region due to the oblique jump propagation (Welahettige et al., 2017). There was a level fluctuation in -0.7 degree angle case at x = 2.2 m. This was due to the hydraulic jump propagation. The flow depths after the Venturi showed almost equal values for all the angles because of all the cases reached to the supercritical flow condition at the end of the channel.

Figure 4. Flow depth change along the x-axis due to variation of channel inclination angles. The water flow rate was 400 kg/min. Flow depth was measured along the channel central axis. The experimental result was taken from (Welahettige et al., 2017).

Figure 5 gives the average flow velocity for different inclination angles, the water flow rate at 400 kg/min. The high velocities for the negative inclination showed due to the supercritical flow behavior. There was a large difference of velocities between -1 degree case and horizontal case before the Venturi contraction. Even before the contraction walls; the flow reached to the supercritical condition in the negative inclination cases. However, there was no significant velocity difference after the contraction region in these cases. This was due to the fluid convert into the supercritical and the flow depths were averagely equal in all the cases.

Figure 5. The average velocity along the x-axis for different channel inclination angles. The water flow rate was 400 kg/min.

4.3 Wall roughness height effect on flow depth

The wall roughness height related with wall friction and heat losses (ANSYS, 2013). Figure 6 shows the steady state water volume fraction for different the wall roughness values. The water flow rate was 400 kg/min and the channel at horizontal angle for all the cases. When the wall roughness height was increased, a hydraulic jump was generated before the Venturi region. In other words, toe of the hydraulic jump was moved to the upstream direction. This was due to increase of energy loss from the walls, when increased the wall roughness height. When energy loss increased, it could
not continue as a supercritical flow. Therefore, hydraulic jump moved to the upstream. Wall roughness height 0.000015 m was given a good matching with the experiment results.

Figure 6. Steady state water volume fraction comparison for different wall roughness height. Water flow rate was 400 kg/min and the channel inclination angle was zero degrees; (a) Wall roughness height = 0 m, (b) Wall roughness height = 0.000015 m, (c) Wall roughness height = 0.0001 m, (d) Wall roughness height = 0.001 m.

4.4 Velocity distribution

The case with the flow rate 300 kg/min and the inclination angle zero degrees was used for the velocity distribution analysis. The average Reynolds number was approximately 46 000 and the flow was averagely turbulent. Air velocity was approximately zero above the water surface except at the interface. The VOF model solves a single momentum equation. Therefore, the interface has a same velocity for air and water. The water velocity at the wall was zero due to the no-slip boundary condition. Figure 7 shows water velocity magnitudes along the z-axis: before the Venturi contraction (x = 2.51 m), at the middle of Venturi (x = 3.19 m) and after the expansion of the Venturi (x = 3.61 m). The velocity distribution before the contraction walls were lower value compared to the other two locations because subcritical flow gave high flow depths and low velocities. The velocity increased from the bottom to the top in all the cases. This was due to the gradually reduction of friction from the bottom to the top.

Figure 7. Water velocity magnitude along the vertical central lines in different location of the Venturi region; at x = 2.51 m (before the Venturi contraction), x = 3.19 m (at the middle of the Venturi), x = 3.61 m (after the Venturi expansion). The water flow rate was 300 kg/min and the channel inclination angle was zero degrees.

4.5 Mesh dependency evaluation

The mesh dependency evaluation was done with following meshes shown in Table 1. Total number of elements in a mesh was increased by reducing the maximum face size of cells.

Table 1. Mesh details for mesh dependency analysis: total number of elements and maximum face size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total number of elements</th>
<th>Maximum face size (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.</td>
<td>16 815</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.</td>
<td>23 217</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.</td>
<td>61 464</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.</td>
<td>104 910</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.</td>
<td>378 635</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.</td>
<td>159 8267</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows water volume fraction along the z-axis at x = 3.19 m for the different meshes. The coarse meshes (20 mm and 15 mm) gave wide range of interface variations. However, the fine meshes give sharp interfaces. In reality, there is very sharp interface between water and air. Therefore, the finer meshes gave more accurate results than the coarser meshes. This implies that mesh size is a critical factor for VOF simulations. It is recommended to have a fine mesh for small flow depths.
Mesh dependency analysis: The maximum cell face sizes in the meshes 20 mm, 15 mm, 10 mm, 8 mm, 5 mm and 3 mm: Water volume fraction along z-axis at $x = 3.19$ m.

4.6 Effect of turbulence models on flow depth

Figure 7 shows water volume fraction along the y-axis for different turbulence models at $x = 3.19$ m. There was no significant effect for the flow depth from different turbulence models: standard k-$\varepsilon$ model, k-\omega model, k-$\varepsilon$ RNG model and k-$\varepsilon$ realizable model. At the steady state, all the turbulence models gave similar results. However, the standard k-$\varepsilon$ model took higher computational time compared to the other turbulence models.

Energy loss in a hydraulic jump

Figure 10 shows a hydraulic jump. There were large eddies propagation in a hydraulic jump. Hydraulic jump was very unstable due to the higher turbulence (Xiang et al., 2014). A short and fine domain mesh (3 mm mesh in mesh dependency test) was used for the energy calculation. The flow rate was 400 kg/min and the channel inclination angle was -1.5 degree.

The specific energy head ($E_s$) at a point can be given as the sum of the potential energy and the kinetic energy for 1-D system.

$$E_{s,1-D} = h + h_{hs} + \frac{\bar{U}^2}{2g}$$

Here, $h$ is the flow depth, $h_{hs}$ is the hydrostatic head, and $\bar{U}$ is the average flow velocity. The potential energy head was a sum of the flow depth and the hydrostatic head. The gravity point of the flow depth was assumed at the half of the flow depth. The specific energy difference before and after the hydraulic jump was due to the energy loss. The hydraulic jump approximately was in $x = 2.7$ m to $x = 2.85$ m. Specific energy head, kinetic energy head and potential energy head is shown in Figure 11. When the flow depth increased, the kinetic energy reduced in the hydraulic jump. The kinetic energy was predominant before started the hydraulic jump. Then it was drastically reduced in the hydraulic jump. This was due to the main flow kinetic energy participated to increase the turbulence kinetic energy. There was a head loss in the hydraulic jump, which was approximately 0.47 m in this case. The head
loss was due to the turbulence eddies finally converted into the internal energy.

![Figure 11](image) Energy loss in a hydraulic jump: specific energy head, potential energy head, and kinetic energy head.

This research study will be further extended into oil well drill mudflow analysis in an open Venturi channel.

5 Conclusions

The open Venturi channel at the horizontal angle gives a high flow depth before the contraction region. When the channel inclination angle is downward, the flow velocity increases and flow depth reduces. Because of this, flow becomes supercritical. The wall roughness height plays a significant role with the starting point of a hydraulic jump, due to the energy loss between wall and fluid. There is an energy loss in a hydraulic jump, when the supercritical flow transition into the subcritical flow. Fine mesh gives a sharp interface, which is similar with the reality. Turbulence models: Standard k-ε model, k-ω model, k-ε RNG model and k-ε realizable model give almost similar flow depths. However, standard k-ε model was taken higher computational time compared to the other models.
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